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Knoll Office Tables. Imaginative in Concept. Practical by Design.
Whether your style runs from Florence Knoll’s faultless simplicity to Emanuela
Frattini’s technological refinement or to Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas Dodziuk’s
streamlined aesthetic, Knoll has a variety of desking, training, meeting and
conference tables — conventional and dynamic — that reflect the proportion
and craftsmanship synonymous with modern design.
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Fostering Group Work
Today’s workplace is connecting people to their profession, peers and organizational culture in new ways,
supporting innovative group work. Knoll workplace research reveals that in many office environments the
individual desk is being used less, necessitating a variety of shared space options or zones to ensure a
productive collaborative workplace.

Conference Tables ...................................4
Formal meeting rooms; formal conference
rooms and war rooms; board rooms
• Table Desks for the Private Office...........6
Stand-alone table desks
• Plannable Table Desks .............................8
Stand-alone and linkable table desks
for use in the open plan
• Training Tables .......................................10
Training rooms; classrooms

• Adjustable Work Tables .........................16
Height-adjustable tables
Open Tables ............................................18
Large tables for the open plan
• Dining Tables ..........................................20
Informal eating areas; coffee rooms;
kitchens
• Occasional Tables ..................................21
Lobbies; reception areas; private offices

• Collaborative Tables ...............................12
Informal meeting areas; team spaces;
systems integration and adjacent
collaborative areas

Previous Page: Top row, left to right: Arena café table; Florence Knoll table desk; AutoStrada table with Diamond leg. Second row, left to right: SM coffee table;
Upstart® table; Saarinen coffee table. Third Row, left to right: Florence Knoll conference table; Propeller® conference table with Peanut base; Dividends Horizon®
Y-leg table. Bottom row, left to right: Equity® table; Florence Knoll with Eero Saarinen, c.1958; Reff® conference table with waterfall edge; Pascal table.
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Creating Conference Rooms with Presence
Whether formal or informal, modular or monolithic, Knoll conference tables
create distinctive interior spaces for large groups. The straightforward, logical
designs of Reff® and Propeller® harmonize rich finishes for signature spaces.

Above left: Propeller® conference table in Light Cherry finish with Peanut base in Anodized Aluminum.
Below left: Propeller® conference table in Bright White laminate and Medium Grey opaque edgeband. Gigi® chairs
in Graphite.
Below: Plexus box provides convenient tabletop access to power, voice and data.
Opposite: Reff® Racetrack conference table with waterfall edge in Light Oak veneer and legs in Polished Chrome.
Sapper Management chairs in Spinneybeck® Sabrina, 7012 Blue Spruce.
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Anchoring the Private Office
Informed by the inherent geometry that dominates table design, Knoll
table desks by Florence Knoll, Eero Saarinen, Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas
Dodziuk, as well as AutoStrada™ and Reff® designs, offer everything from
modern marble masterpieces to sleek, graceful expressions in wood.

Opposite: Freestanding Florence Knoll table desk with Brown Emperador marble top, shown with a Graham
Collection wall-hung shelf and credenza in Chalk Oak; Pollock chair in Spinneybeck® Volo, Black.
Above right: AutoStrada® table in Ultra Clear Medium Walnut Techwood with legs in Anodized Aluminum. Life
Chair in Eclipse Back Suspension Fabric and Knitted Seat Topper. Saarinen Executive chairs in Coco, Vert.
Below right: Dividends Y-leg table in Maple Techgrain with legs in Silver; EWC Pro™ chair in Spinneybeck® Volo,
976 Stonehenge.
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Integrating Table Desks Into the Open Plan Workplace
Virtually inconspicuous but ingenious by design, Currents®, Propeller® and
Upstart® table desks set the stage for a perfectly balanced open plan
workplace, offering the ultimate in careful planning and spontaneous flexibility
with technology management to match.

Above left: Currents® pinset adjustable desks and Half-round worktable in Natural Cherry laminate with Trim Grey
edgeband and legs in Folkstone Grey. EWC Sport™ Chairs in Sequin, Poppy.
Below left: Propeller® table in Maple laminate with molded Grey edgeband. Chadwick™ chairs in Green.
Opposite: Upstart® rectangular table desk in Bright White laminate with Trim Grey edgeband; legs in Silver.
Morrison Network privacy screens in Reflect, Ember; Chadwick™ chairs in Silver.
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Delivering the Best for Teaching and Training
Distinguished designs for training and classroom applications, including Propeller® and Currents® tables,
foster an atmosphere for learning. Easily configured and reconfigured, Knoll training tables feature ganging
mechanisms with casters or glides, as well as complete cable management.

Opposite: Propeller® tables in Brushed Aluminum laminate with Light Grey edgeband. Life® chairs in Chamomile with Classic Bouclé, Chartreuse seat cushions.
Above right: Currents® handcrank adjustable desks with service beam in Folkstone Grey laminate with Trim Grey edgeband. Legs and beam in Dark Grey. Currents®
upholstered privacy screens in Tailor Made, Birch. EWC Tech™ chairs with Sequin, Mango seat and Charcoal Gray back.
Below left and right: Two configurations of six Plannable Upstart® rectangular table desks in Natural Cherry laminate with Jet Black edge and Silver legs. Chip chairs
in Blue.
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Creating Collaborative Space
In a workplace of diminishing space, the relationship between the individual
work area and informal meeting space is new ground not only for
collaboration but also for design excellence. Whether an Eero Saarinen,
Interaction®, or Dividends Horizon® table, creating convivial work areas has
never been easier.

Above left: Saarinen table in Bright White laminate in a Morrison workstation. Saarinen Executive chairs in Chroma,
Cyan.
Below left: Interaction® racetrack table in Medium Cherry laminate with Dark Grey edgeband and Dark Grey base.
Trim ring in Black. EWC Tech™ chairs with Harrison, Campbell seat and Charcoal Gray back.
Opposite: Dividends Horizon® Y-leg table in Bright White laminate with Silver legs. Chip chairs in Black.
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Working with Guest Tables in the Open Plan
Knoll celebrates its ability to offer a totally integrated and flexible hierarchy
of tables for open plan environments. AutoStrada™ and Dividends Horizon®
tables, as well as designs by Joseph D’Urso, offer opportunities to create
spaciousness without waste.

Opposite: AutoStrada™ table in Bright White laminate with Diamond legs in Anodized Aluminum. X3 chair in
Tangerine.
Above right: D’Urso work table in Maple veneer with Black vinyl bullnose edge and Chrome legs. Cirene chairs in
White lacquer.
Below right: Dividends Horizon® X-Base table in Bright White laminate with Silver base. EWC Tech™ side chair with
Prep, Flame seat and Clear Gray back.
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Ensuring Good Alignment
Conceptually and structurally, Knoll height-adjustable tables offer personalized
solutions for open plan and private offices, providing the ultimate in user
comfort, adjustability and proper alignment. Combine the right top shape and
size with a base option that fits your adjustability needs.

Above left: Plannable Upstart® tables in Bright White laminate with Bright White edgeband and Silver legs. Upstart
Privacy Screens in Ribbed Polycarbonate. Chadwick™ chairs in Silver and Bertoia side chairs with Ultrasuede®,
Poppy, seat pad.
Below left: Currents® handcrank adjustable desk in Folkstone Grey laminate with Folkstone Grey painted base.
Chadwick™ High Task chair in Black.
Opposite: Interaction® electric height-adjustable table with Morrison top in Natural Techgrain and Soft Grey base.
Chadwick™ High Task chair in Black.
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Opening Up the Office
Amply-scaled Crinion Open Tables™ designed by Jonathan
Crinion expand workspace horizontally, creating attractive,
pleasant working environments. The result: the confluence of
architectural presence and technological capability.

Opposite: Crinion Open Table™ with Bright White laminate top and
Silver leg. Privacy screens combine translucent acrylic and slatwall with
Anodized Aluminum finish. Life® chairs in Grain BSF with seat in Eclipse.
Above right: Crinion Open Table™ with Beech veneer top and Silver legs.
Center privacy screens in slatwall with Anodized Aluminum finish.
Below, near right: Power, data and communications are discreet but
easily accessible through an optional hinged access door.
Below, far right: Crinion Open Table™ in Bright White Laminate with Silver
legs. Gigi® chairs in Red.
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Dining with Presence
Knoll dining and café tables are platforms for spirited dining as well
as sculptural elements that enhance space. From casual break areas
to large-scale cafeterias, the range of Knoll table designs energizes
common areas.

Top: Interaction® rounded square table in
Bright White laminate with Black edgeband
and Soft Grey base and Black trim ring.
Chip chair in Blue.
Below left: Saarinen dining table in Bright
White laminate. Bertoia side chairs with
Ultrasuede®, Lollipop, seat pad.
Below right: Equity® tables in Bright White
laminate with Silver base. Sprite chair in
Clear Maple.
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Knoll Office Tables
Setting the Right Tone
For reception areas, team spaces, private offices and lounges, classic Knoll
occasional tables by Warren Platner and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, as well
as recent designs by Shelton, Mindel Associates, bring signature style to areas
of high visibility.

Top: SM small coffee table and side table.
SM1 lounge in Ultrasuede, Sand, and settee
in Spinneybeck® Marissa, 4463 Iron Ore.
Bottom left: Barcelona table in Starphire™
glass with Chrome legs; Barcelona® chairs
and stool in Spinneybeck® Arizona, 1028
Secret Mountain.
Bottom right: Platner coffee table and side
table with Arabescato marble top and Bright
Nickel base. Florence Knoll sofa in Cato, Fire
Red; Womb chair in Cato, Fire Red.
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Office Tables
Knoll has a variety of desking, training, meeting and conference tables — conventional and dynamic — that reflect the
proportion and craftsmanship synonymous with modern design.

Conference Tables
Formal meeting rooms;
formal conference rooms and
war rooms; board rooms

Table Desks for the Private Office
Stand-alone table desks

Plannable Table Desks
Stand-alone and linkable table desks
for use in the open plan

Training Tables
Training rooms; classrooms

Collaborative Tables
Informal meeting areas; team
spaces; systems integration and
adjacent collaborative areas

Adjustable Work Tables
Height-adjustable tables

Open Tables
Large tables for the open plan

Dining and Occasional Tables
Informal eating areas; coffee
rooms; kitchens; lobbies;
reception areas
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